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Addendum No. 3 
Tender Call No. 282-2018 

Closing:  12:00 NOON (LOCAL TIME), December 14, 2018 (Revised) 
 

FOR: All equipment, materials, labour and supervision required to complete the 
redevelopment of Fundy Bay Park, at 190 Fundy Bay Blvd, Toronto, on behalf of the 
Parks Forestry and Recreation Division, City of Toronto.  
 

 
Please refer to the above Tender Call document in your possession and be advised of the 
following: 

1. CLOSING DATE 

The closing date is extended from December 7, 2018 12:00 PM (EST) to December 14, 
2018 12:00 (EST). 

 
2.  RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 

The following are responses to questions received during the bid period. 

 

Q1. Can we install a temporary asphalt ramp over the roadside curb on Fundy Bay 
Blvd. to facilitate truck access to the site and prevent curb damage?  

 

A1. Each bidder shall price the work as specified, to ensure a fair bidding process.  
Alternatives shall only be considered after the contract is awarded.  As indicated 
in drawing L1, Contractor is to repair at own cost any damage to existing asphalt, 
concrete curbs, concrete sidewalks and street trees at access point. 

 
Q2. Can we hoard the entire walkway from Fundy Bay Blvd to the site? This will 

prevent interference between users of the soccer field and construction equipment 
accessing the site and also negate the requirement for tree protection for this 
portion of the walkway. 
 
Note that the 90 deg. corner at the school is narrow for the turning circle of a truck 
and may have to be enlarged, necessitating the removal and replanting of the tree 
at this location – attachment 2 
 

A2. As indicated in drawing L1, the portion of asphalt pathway from Fundy Bay Blvd to 
the construction gate is to remain open to the public. Please refer to Notes # 2 
and number #15 in drawing L1. Each bidder shall price the work as specified, to 
ensure a fair bidding process. 
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Q3. Instead of using the existing walkway to the site as shown on the drawings for 

site access, can we construct a temporary roadway using granular and geotextile 
so that the existing asphalt walkway is not damaged during the works and there 
is no need to make good existing surfaces. The area will be brought back to 
existing conditions after the works using topsoil and sod/seeding. – attachment 3 
 

A3.       Each bidder shall price the work as specified, to ensure a fair bidding process.  
Alternative access through temporary roadway shall only be considered after the 
contract is awarded.  Bidders are cautioned that there is no guarantee that any 
requested alternative will be acceptable. 

  
The location of the proposed temporary pathway seems to conflict with existing 
grading conditions, vegetation and may impact the usability of the soccer field, 

which is to remain open and usable during construction.  
 

Q4. Reference to Alternative No.2, install protective surfacing – Cedar weave andrefer 
also to specification.  

Please provide the missing specification of Protective Surfacing - Cedar Weave.  

 

A4.  Contact: Eugene Trusler, Hutcheson Sand and Mixes, 1-800-461-5521 (office), 
416-729-6956 (cell) – See attached Product description.  

 

 
All other terms and conditions remain unchanged. 

Should you have any questions regarding this addendum, please contact Justin Diptee at 
Justin.Diptee@toronto.ca 

Please attach this addendum to your RFT document and be governed accordingly.  Bidders 
must acknowledge receipt of all addenda on the space provided on the Tender Call Cover 
Page as per the Process Terms and Conditions, Section 1, Item 10 - Addenda, of the Tender 
Call document.  All other aspects of the Tender remain the same. 

 

Yours truly, 

 

 

Sabrina Dipietro  
Manager, Construction Services 
Purchasing and Materials Management 
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CEDAR WEAVE 
 

Cedar Weave is an IPEMA Certified Engineered Wood Fiber (EWF) product that is fully compliant with 

CSA Z614-2014. Examples of installed Cedar Weave can be found through the City of Ottawa and with 

the City of Toronto at Fraserwood Park on Fraserwood Avenue. Cedar Weave is long lasting, has 

significant cost saving performance capabilities as well as excellent impact properties and ease of use with 

mobility devices.  

 

 
Note the flat and non-undulating characteristics exhibited by this knit up surface from the photo above. 

This photo was taken 1 month after installation. 

 

For more information please contact Hutcheson Sand and Mixes, 1-800-461-5521 (CSA Compliant 

Granite Playground Sand) in the GTA, OR, Playground Planners 1-800-265-9953, to supply and install 

Cedar Weave. 
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What makes Cedar Weave different from other EWF products is that it resists rot, mould, and 

decomposition, and it retains Annex H and ASTM/CSA Compliant properties without requiring rigorous 

maintenance for years. Like other EWF products, Cedar Weave requires wear mats around and under high 

traffic areas such as slide exits, swing bays, and other play structural elements that encourage children to 

engage in intense activity around them. 

 

Cedar Weave is manufactured from grinding Eastern White Cedar bark and wood to meet the ASTM C136 

Sieve requirement (of ASTM F2075-15) for EWF, which also provides a rot and mould resistance to this 

protective surfacing throughout the lifetime of the playground due to naturally occurring preservatives 

found in this species of wood. Cedar Weave has also been independently tested and found to be compliant 

with ASTM F1951-09b and ASTM F1292-13. Cedar weave is also compliant with CAN/CSA Z614-14.  

 

All of the testing noted above was performed by TUV SUD America Inc., in order to achieve IPEMA 

Certification for Cedar Weave. All of the EWF products that you are likely to purchase have achieved this 

certification status based upon laboratory results. However, Cedar Weave has been tested after 12 years 

post installation without additional material being added to the playground by independent playground 

inspectors who have observed that these various ASTM tests are still compliant with IPEMA Certification 

requirements. Other EWF products require annual or bi-annual topping up and frequent raking in order to 

retain Annex H. Cedar Weave does not! Cedar Weave also differs in the smaller amount of spillover or 

migrating EWF particles adjacent to the playground. Years after installation the spillover is almost non-

existent on adjacent pathways, wheelchairs easily move on top of the surface, and impact tests indicate 

low Gmax and HIC values in compliance with CAN/CSA Z614-14. 

 

The reason Cedar Weave continues to meet Annex H requirements long after installation is due to its 

mixture of bark and wood and the precise method of installation. Proper installation requires using 

multiple small lifts with water and compaction equipment to force the Cedar Weave to lock up / knit up 

into a surface that is soft and supple, and virtually unchangeable under normal traffic conditions. The 

continual activity of children playing and running on top of this knit surface means that their activity 

continues to provide compacting force to the surface which maintains the knit up property so important to 

retaining Annex H properties. This knit up surface also significantly reduces oxygen exposure to lower 

layers thereby reducing rot and decomposition below the protective surface thus maintaining settled depths 

throughout the lifetime of the playground without requiring costly annual top-ups that other EWF 

products, which are unable to knit up with compacting forces, experience immediately after installation.   

 

It is critical to the long lasting performance of Cedar Weave that it be installed using rigid engineering 

protocols. The costs associated with this specific installation requirement and with the slightly more 

expensive raw material are greater than the initial costs associated with other installed EWF products. 

However, the cost savings to be realized by using Cedar Weave in the playground and other applications 

comes from significantly reduced maintenance costs associated with frequent raking and continual topping 

up of other EWF surfaces as well as cleaning up adjacent pathways due to spillover of wood particles for 

the lifetime of the playground.   

 

For further information including IPEMA Certificates please contact: 

Eugene Trusler, Hutcheson Sand and Mixes, 1-800-461-5521 (office), 416-729-6956 (cell) 

Maryanne Swinimer, Playground Planners, 1-800-265-9953 (office), 613-223-5665 (cell) 
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